Data Logger
The Sosaley Data Logger uses push and pull to grab data
from steam quality monitors. Uses RS485 serial port.
Designed to be used in harsh environments. Delivers
real me data for industries that use steam as part of
their produc on.
Steam is used as a hea ng medium in many industries such as the food industry. The quality of steam is measured
by the quantum of dryness in the steam. Steam is a dynamic medium. It changes its state as it moves. It can
condensate any me and carry the condensed water along. This water could have a detrimental eﬀect on products.
Thus, it is important to measure the quality of steam at mul ple points across the process chain to take correc ve
ac on.
Steam quality monitoring devices use pressure, temperature, and release‐to‐the‐atmosphere to measure steam
quality. When the steam quality crosses a threshold, it can raise an alarm.
The issue is to analyse the data over a period of me to take correc ve ac on instead of reac ng to alarms. That is
where Sosaley's DataLogger comes into ac on.
Designed to work in harsh environments, the Sosaley
DataLogger connects to the RS‐485 of a steam quality
monitoring device (SQMD). It gathers all the data from
the device that can be stored locally, transferred to a PC,
or, sent to the cloud.
The Sosaley DataLogger can act as a master or a slave. As
a master, the DataLogger will ping the SQMD at a pre‐
determined frequency and ask for data. As a slave, it will
just listen in all the me, and log all data it receives from
the device.

User Settings
The Sosaley
DataLogger comes
with a PC based
Java applica on.
This applica on will
help you deﬁne all
the user se ngs
such as sampling
rate, data
frequency, etc.
Once set, these
instruc ons are transferred to the data logger.

Features
• Simple to use and low cost.
• Logs RS485 serial Hex data. Can read from other
protocols.
• Custom sampling rates from 51000 seconds.
• Accepts any USB pen drive up to 128GB that is FAT16
or FAT32 formatted.
• Active Logging indicating LEDs.
• To keep costs low, the Sosaley DataLogger has
minimal UI.
• When an USB pen drive is inserted, the DataLogger
checks space availability and automatically sets itself
on to receive data.

Viewing & Processing Data
The Sosaley Datalogger reads data in Hex format.
Internally, it converts the data to ASCII and stores it as a
delimited ﬁle. This ﬁle can be viewed or processed on any
PC using a spreadsheet or any other applica on that
understands delimited ﬁles. For now, the transfer is
through a pen drive. We can add WiFi and other
communca on protocols for con nuous on‐line transfer
of data.
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